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Garment
 
The Master is passing through my village.
There has been word of His miracles!
He had upset the Gerasene people
when their swine were drowned.
 
It is impossible to find a place
among the crowd beside the Galilee.
A Rabbi with power like that?
He could surely heal me!

For years my health has faded,
like a rug slipped from under my feet.
The hemorrhaging steals my money and my joy.
Is there one last strand of hope within me?
 
Now I must go. My heart shouts: Try!
The people cry out. They push and shove.
The big men and the important ones reaching
- my only chance will pass!
 
But I am smaller than most, and unnoticed.
Just between them - the edge of His garment!
If I stretch forward - could I touch its hem?

There is a rush of unseen power!
He turns… and He smiles.

The Lord is looking straight at me!

Kevin Gardner
  
When she heard about Jesus, she came up behind him… and touched 
his cloak, because she thought:  ‘If I just touch the hem of His 
garment, I will be healed!’      Mark 5: 27-28
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Foreword…  The Fabric of Our Faith

How is our faith like a fabric?  Is it the underlying framework, 
or the act of weaving?  Is it in the patterns we create?  Do we 
encounter our faith in the space between the threads?  From 
liturgical robes and embroidered stoles, flowing banners to altar 
paraments - fabrics intertwine in our experience of faith and 
worship.

Now consider this truth:  Our lives form an infinite and 
continuing creation in the image of God!  Together, we weave 
a tapestry that tells our story.  As the body of Christ, we are 
transformed in both concrete and transcendent ways that reflect 
the pure light and love of our Creator. 
 
Jesus is the thread that weaves through the Holy Scriptures, with 
the promise of hope for all people.  Our faith weaves the strands 
of faith, knowledge, and wisdom so that we are “…knit together in 
love” * and better comprehend the mystery of God. 
 
Let me thank those whose words appear on these pages.  It takes 
courage to share your thoughts with readers you may not know.  
I am grateful to Kevin Gardner for the vision and compilation 
of Second Thoughts Autumn 2022, and to Carol Baker for her 
support and assistance with this work.
 
May the words and images included in this booklet give you 
fresh insights into the fabric of our faith.  It is this fabric that 
swaddles us in the loving hands of our Creator. 

With God’s truth in love

Dr. Michelle (Shelle) Louer
Director of Music and Fine Arts
 
* Colossians 2:2
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A Quilt of Faith!

People are at the core of my faith.  They weave in and out of my life 
in both personal and professional settings.  Having a solid spiritual 
foundation based on a belief that everything will work out has allowed 
me to do so much!  My faith has allowed me to adopt foster children, take 
in a homeless teen, and to care for medically fragile children.  

To provide emotional support for families as they traverse the 
complicated health care system is such a gift!  I experience this daily at 
work.  I see families from all walks of life, and from many different parts 
of our world:  different languages, religions, and customs.  There are so 
many different experiences within the medical community!

The common thread I witness is that families love their children, and do 
the best they can with the resources they have to ensure the best possible 
life for their families.  I am able to reassure them that they are doing a 
good job, and I also provide resources enabling them to access the services 
they need - especially for children with special needs.

I have the privilege of caring for children until they graduate from 
our clinic at age eighteen.  It is difficult to say goodbye to these long-
time families who have come to know about my own children and 
grandchildren.  We have shared so many stories over our years together.  
I grieve with them when they suffer a loss, and I celebrate their 
achievements.  

So the fabric of my faith is a beautiful patchwork quilt of families and 
relationships - and I add new pieces each day!

Carolyn Neubauer
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THE VINEYARDS…

Walk with me through the vineyards... 

Ien the fall of 1980 I spent each morning and some evenings just walking 
in the vineyards of Hackenheim, West Germany. This was a new experience 
for me. I was there for seven weeks to be with my daughter and her husband 
for the birth of their first child, my first grandchild, as they fulfilled their 
U.S. Army commitment. 

The vineyards were just a short block up the hill from their little house. I 
could stand on top of a hill at the spot where a Catholic church had stood 
for centuries and see for miles.  The church had been destroyed during 
World War II.

The vineyards were still there, carefully cultivated and bearing fruit.  The 
hillsides were covered with vines, row after row, using every available space.  
Local people spent the daylight hours pruning and cultivating the soil 
around the vines. Entire families worked the vines - father, mother, and 
children.  Each family had its own plot right beside the other villagers. 

In spots the rows of vines were separated by a small access road.  At the 
junction of these access roads was a large crucifix.  There it was – in the 
middle of acres of vineyards. Fresh flowers were placed there regularly. 
There was a bench beside it.  
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One day a woman dressed in black came to the bench as I was sitting there.  
I didn’t speak German.  She didn’t speak English.  So we sat there, smiling 
gently at one another. This was a special moment for me. Here I was so far 
from home, sitting in a vineyard with someone from another country.   
I thought of Jesus in the vineyards, and I sensed a close connection as we 
were worshiping the same God.

I felt so close to God there. He was watching over me and my family.  
I experienced peace and tranquility, and came to love the vineyards.  
…God was at work!

Cynthia H. Wilkens

   
I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth in me, and I in him, the 
same bringeth forth much fruit; for without me ye can do nothing.      
John 15: 5 
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Ancient Weaver

Will the darning come in the dawning?
Ancient Weaver knows.

Hard sphere of yearning hopes sinew grows
Dark patch opens a Holy nothing

Will nimble fingers catch silken threads of light?
Connecting fears to flight!

 
Will the darning come in the dawning?

Ancient Weaver knows.
Breaths empty chamber hopes tissue grows

Souls vacant desert Holy waits the oases of delight
Will nimble fingers catch wispy streams?

Connecting fears to dreams!
 

Will the darning come in the dawning?
Ancient Weaver knows.

Vibrating confidence dropping out of sight 
hopes backbone grows

Oppressive silence is all to view
Will nimble fingers catch Biorhythm strands?

Connecting fears to Dixieland bands!
 

Will the darning come in the dawning?
Ancient Weaver knows…. 
Ancient Weaver knows… 

                Ancient Weaver knows!

Rev. David Berry
 

Ezekiel 37:1-14 
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A Wonderful Gift

In February of 2018, a close friend, Tom, asked me to cover his Adoration 
Hour from one to two in the morning in the Perpetual Adoration 
chapel at our previous church.  He was going on vacation.  So the next 
Wednesday I showed up for Tom’s early shift.    I prayed and read the 
Bible for an hour, not my usual thing.

The next Friday evening my phone rang. Tom had suffered a heart attack, 
and he didn’t make it. But Tom is healthy! Tom is a leader in our church 
and the community! Tom is the man we all want to be.  Did you say Tom?

The following Wednesday the Adoration Hour shift came again. I used 
Tom’s access card to get into the church. I prayed. I read the Bible. 

Then another Wednesday came. Greg, a mutual friend of ours, joined me. 
We both prayed. We both read the Bible… again and again.  Greg and I 
have met for the Adoration Hour in the middle of the night every week 
for four years.  

I’m almost done reading the Bible. I’ve read other religious books as well.  
I’ve prayed. I’ve learned. I’ve grown. 

Since then, I have changed from Catholicism and joined a Presbyterian 
church, but I still attend Tom’s Adoration hour at our old church every 
week.  The prayer I would use at our daughter’s wedding came to me 
one night as I was reading the Bible in that chapel.  It was just before her 
wedding! Each week, the wisdom I need is found on those pages!  

When I think of Tom, I think of the Adoration Hour and I give thanks 
for his wonderful gift! I pray that we will meet again someday 
…at a little chapel in Heaven.

Sam LeStourgeon
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A Great Design Revealed 

In our Friendships 
 We find Trust -
  In Trust we touch Love -
   In Love, we free our Souls, 
  And know the Designer’s 
 Purposes. 

In the Light 
 Of those Purposes 
  We build with our hearts 
   Friendships of gold 
  That sustain us 
 With Joy. 

In our greatest Friendship, 
 Our “Anam Cara” - our beloved Friend - 
  We take Jesus’ hand, and 
   With the Holy Spirit’s sustaining heart, 
  We fulfill the Creator’s 
 Plan for us. 

Thus, embraced by the Holy Trinity, 
 We know not fear, 
  We banish anger and remorse, 
   And we prepare ourselves 
  To receive and to give 
 Eternal Love. 

William Alfred Ghormley
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Words, Words, Words 

“Words, words, words,” is Hamlet’s response to Polonius asking:  “What 
do you read, my good lord?” The answer implies that what Hamlet was 
reading was of no consequence. After all, how many words does it take? 
We are bombarded by them. 

Everywhere, people are talking. Billboards, computer screens, podcasts, 
videos, social media, text messages, television - each demands our 
attention. If not enough, many of us have signs on our walls reminding us 
to Live, Laugh, and Love!

While teaching 9th grade English, one of my favorite projects was to 
assign each student a word to research - a profound and meaningful word 
such as ‘Justice’, ‘Liberty’, or ‘Honor’. 

Students were to comb the main branch library, find multiple sources, 
and thoroughly research the word selected.  They were required to record 
pronunciation and research the etymological roots.  Usage, syntax, 
variant spellings, definitions, and antonyms - students were charged with 
discovering the evolution of the word. 

This assignment was no small task. My students quickly learned that 
language is fluid. Words morph as society demands. Since words are 
reflective of their cultures, changes in spelling and special usage are 
inevitable. With over one million words in the English language, it seems 
ironic that any of us should find ourselves at a loss for words. 
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If this has happened to you, at least you are in good company! Consider 
Shakespeare’s frustration when he could not find the ideal word for a 
sonnet or a play. What did he do? He invented a new one. He used nouns 
as verbs, and verbs as adjectives, until he came up with just the right 
combination to express an idea. ‘Bandit’, ‘critic’, ‘dauntless’, ‘elbow’ (as a 
verb), and ‘green-eyed’ (jealousy) are all words original to Shakespeare. 

We might think of our words, therefore, as stones. If our words contain 
truth and beauty, they are like gems. If our words are unkind, they can 
wound. As I think about the power of words I am reminded of my 
grandmother’s advice. She would say:  “Least said is best said.” 

That adage has served me well…

Janet Blank

Let no corrupting talk come out of your mouth, but only such as is good for 
building up, as fits the occasion, that it may give grace to those who hear.     
Ephesians 4:29

Gracious words are like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul and health to the 
body.     Proverbs 16:24
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Wrapped in Care 

The client was an army veteran now living in a tiny, 
one-bedroom apartment. There was little furniture, just a 
couple of recliners in the living space. The man was 
legally blind and had lost part of one foot’. His wife was 
confined to one of the recliners with a tank of oxygen to 
assist her breathing. 

My eyes were drawn to the open bedroom door. I saw a 
headboard, but there was no mattress. When asked about 
the bedroom situation, they told me the mattress had been 
damaged when their old dog passed away. It had to be 
removed from the apartment. Needless to say, there was no 
money for replacement. 

It was then that I fully realized the need. These poor folks 
were sleeping in the recliners! Do you ever think about 
that comfortable bed you sleep in each night? We think of  
homelessness with its tremendous challenges, but life without a safe, 
comfortable place to lie down each night 
isn’t much of a life at all! 

I kept thinking about those folks for the next week. 
Fortunately I was able to go down to the south side and 
acquire a bed-in-a-box set for them. It was not the usual 
procedure, but some people you just want to take under 
your wings… 

…and when I do, the Lord always helps me fly! 

Lisa Enright, Northside Mission Ministry

The foxes have holes, and the birds of the air have nests, 
but the Son of man hath nowhere to lay his head. 
Matthew 8:20
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Prayers of the People - Festival Sunday May 2022

God of new songs, we sing to you with a joyful noise. You sustain us with 
your steadfast love and nurture us with each day’s new mercies. As creator 
of the heavens and the source of our salvation, you alone are worthy to be 
praised. 

We thank you this day for the graces and gifts that make up our lives. We 
slow down to say:  “Thank you!” You are good to us, God, even when we 
move too quickly past the joys you provide—when we overlook your gifts, 
crave more, and envy what you seem to have given to others. 

Remind us, each day, to give thanks. Invite us to be content with what 
we have and also to pray that others among us would receive what they 
need before we ask for more. God, may we hear your new song and see a 
new perspective. God of the musical instruments, you let us improvise. 
You equip us with imagination and intelligence. You have given us tools, 
instruments, personalities, and experiences to respond to the needs we see 
each day. 

In split seconds you remind us of a verse we have read, a song we have 
sung, or a moment of peace we have experienced, so that we might use 
them for your good. By your grace, we improvise at a moment’s notice in 
profound and redemptive ways. Lord, use us creatively wherever we are 
needed.
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Lord of the dance, lead us in your ways, wherever we may be. Help us 
to grow where we’ve been planted. Prune away the things within us 
that thwart our growth. Help us to chop down and pluck up the things 
around us that impede abundant life. Let us aid you, Lord, in gardening 
and growing the life around us. Much still has room to grow, for each 
week, each day, we become aware of things that are not as they should be. 

So, we pray to you, Lord of the minor keys, for the things that weigh 
heavily upon us this day: The cloud of illness; the disquiet of depression; 
the dread of conflict, whether global or personal; the fear of failure; the 
losses we carry silently; the pain caused by persistent injustice; the paraly-
sis provoked by the scale of our world’s problems. 

God, each burden we surrender to you, knowing that you can handle 
what unsettles us and that you join us in our longings for what is good. 
Spirit that sustains our song, we pray that the shouts of joy we sing today 
remain in us. That they would remind us of your goodness and lift our 
spirits when we need hope this week. 

Keep your song of hope stirring within us and let our worship be ex-
pressed in the actions of our daily lives. As we sing and live out these new 
songs of possibility, we give thanks for the familiar and enduring prayer 
that your son taught us to pray. In the name of the Father, and of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit - Amen!

Rev. Tyler Brinks
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Dispensation Information: A Rhyme to the Glory of God*

Prologue

Praise be to God for his plan most sensational -
Man does not simply drift.

Praise ye the Lord for His acts dispensational,
  Which cause the soul to lift.  

Canto I

Adam went before us in his innocence secure -
To him were all things given.

Temptation came to test him; he did not long endure -
From us was Eden taken.

Canto II

It was from the tree of knowledge, 
whose forbidden fruit they ate,

We now know right from wrong.

But just as Cain slew Abel, 
man chose wickedness and hate.

A flood would quell the throng.
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Canto III

By Noah’s ark and God’s love 
was mankind spared extinction.

“Throughout the earth disperse!”

By Babel’s tower with sinful hearts 
did all men seek distinction.

Their confusion is our curse.

Canto IV

To Canaan land with covenant, 
old Abraham was sent.

A land of plenty would he share.

Then came the sons of Jacob twelve, 
who broke with God’s intent - 

For which bondage did each bear.

Canto V

Up from Egypt led them Moses, 
ten commandments to receive.

Mankind made the Law corrupt.

God sent the Christ to save us, 
that on Him we should believe.

Our response: a cross abrupt. 
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Canto VI

For God so Loved the world that 
He gave His Son for sin -

 
Through faith we should find Life and breath.

Good works alone, by self induced,
 cannot the Victory win.

 
These by themselves will end in death.

Canto VII

The trump will sound the second coming 
of Jesus Christ, our Lord!

But when a thousand years has past,

A mighty host at Satan’s lead 
shall cause again discord.

In final fire shall those be cast.

Epilogue

Praise be to God for His plan most sensational!
Though by sin we are enslaved,,,

Praise ye the Lord for His acts dispensational!
…Yet through Christ may all be saved.

Casey *

After reading through every detail of a Schofield Reference Bible, I was 
inspired to write this poem.  These seven cantos are my distillation of the vast 
pageantry of God’s plan to save mankind for His pleasure and purpose. 
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Letting go…

Having grown up Catholic, Lent was always a time of “giving up” for me.  
It was a tradition that everyone in the family had to participate in.  It was 
always expected that one would stop doing something during Lent…. stop 
eating chocolate, give up eating in-between meals, no more caffeinated 
drinks, etc.  It was all about self-sacrifice.  Jesus had to suffer, and so did 
I - and I would learn something by doing it! 

I honestly don’t remember learning much, except the fact that when 
Easter came, I would over indulge in anything I had kept myself from over 
the past forty days (unless I was able to sneak past my parents giving up 
something I really did not like anyway). 

This is the reason I have not participated in the “giving up” part of Lent 
for a number of years.  It just never seemed to make much sense to me 
that this was helping me become a better follower of Christ.  So, when 
the Men@Second leadership team suggested fasting for a day each week 
during Lent, I was not too excited to participate.  It seemed like a way 
to “give something up” for Lent, without necessarily making me a better 
disciple for Christ. 

Then Ash Wednesday happened.  I was listening to Rev. Chris Henry’s 
meditation when he challenged all present to “Allow God to be God”.   
When I originally heard this, it didn’t immediately sink in, but then it hit 
me - I am too often telling God what I want him to do.   I think I am in 
charge, and it is me preventing God from being God.  And as I sat there, 
I realized I not only needed to change my actions, but I had to change my 
mindset as well.  
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I am not in charge, God is.  As I prayed about making this lifestyle 
change, it also hit me that I might change the way I think about a Lent-
en sacrifice.   Instead of “giving up” I needed to “let go”. I know this just 
appears to be semantics when you say “letting go” instead of “giving up”, 
but not to me.  “Giving up” seems like an active “I am in charge” type 
of action, while “letting go” seems more passive by releasing something 
that I control.  

So, I decided to join the fasting Lenten sacrifice this year, and on those 
days of fasting I am making a conscious effort to allow God to be God 
and to turn over control to Him.  It is still a work in progress, but I do 
feel I become less stressed and irritated when things don’t go the way I 
wish they would.  

Ron Snow

In his heart a man plans his course… 
the Lord determines his steps.  Proverbs 16:9

For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord… plans to give you a 
future and a hope.  Jeremiah 29:11
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Living as if the World Were a Safe Place *

Why take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they 
grow; they toil not, neither do they spin.  I say unto you, that even Solomon 
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.     Matthew 6: 28-29

As we wrap our minds around the connections between fabric and faith, 
consider this paraphrase of these verses from Matthew as if Jesus were 
speaking to us today…

Don’t be anxious about what is going to happen to you.  Don’t worry 
about having enough money to pay your bills, about food and clothing, 
about job security, about getting your kids through college, about having 
enough money to see you through retirement.  

Take a lesson from the birds of the air.  They don’t hoard away in grana-
ries, and our father sees that they have food.  You are more important to 
God than birds, aren’t you?  Stop your worrying!

Look at the flowers in the fields.  They don’t worry about dress or style, 
yet their wardrobe is more stunning than some of the best-dressed people 
in the world.  Now, if God does that with wildflowers, won’t God also 
take equally decent care of you, as well as your wardrobe?

As for job security and college tuition and retirement funds, those are all 
tomorrow’s anxieties.  Don’t be anxious about tomorrow; God will take 
care of you.  Just remember, God’s way of taking care of you is one day at 
a time.

Dr. William (Bill) Enright 
Senior Pastor, Second Presbyterian Church 1981-2004

* Excerpted and edited from Channel Markers  
2001 Geneva Press
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Reflect and Connect
 
Connections lead us to try that new sport, attend that concert, join that 
church, participate in that mission project, or chair that volunteer task.  
Connections take us to places we never imagined we would go, discover-
ing talents we never knew we had to share.
 
Jesus, the great Connector and Source of Light, faced darkness in the 
garden after the Last Supper. His best friends accompanied Him for some 
intense prayer. He needed them awake, reflecting some spiritual light, but 
they did not do it. Was the moon bright on the night of His betrayal? His 
friends missed their chance at being some light. Yet, the Light was there…

The moon provides valuable light, but most important is its source, the 
sun. That sun is Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the loving Heavenly Father 
who sent His Son to light our Way. He asks us to be His moons, reflecting 
His light on our slice of life, and sharing the Good News as we build His 
kingdom.
 
Like the moon, let us reflect the changes He is making in our lives, and be 
the people He is still forming. We reflect when we worship, provide for 
people in need, listen to a friend, or help a stranger. We connect when we 
speak the Truth in kindness, humility, and love.

Reflect and Connect.  What a privilege to be a part of such important 
work!
 
Steve Johnson
 
Let your light shine before others…  Matthew 5:16
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A Woman of Faith 

So far in life, I’ve lived inside my own small bubble of Christianity and 
faith.  After going on the Footsteps of Faith trip through our church 
youth program, my eyes have been opened to the beauty of what it means 
to be a woman of faith. 

God is more than the Bible or doing the right thing.  
God is love, and that love was evident in every part of our trip. I was 
inspired by the other beautiful people that went with me, sharing laughs, 
stories of faith, and adventures together. 

The incredible architecture, the breathtaking views, the kind people, the 
delicious food, and the inspiring history were important parts of our 
Footsteps of Faith experience.

This trip encouraged me to go out and impact the world, like Paul did for 
me and millions of other people. It changed my perspective of faith - and 
my relationships with those around me - in ways that will last as the fabric 
of my life unfolds.

Alaina Miller
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The Unraveling

A luxurious garment woven with finest threads 
Stitched with wisdom, compassion, and hope
Wide and sturdy folds hold the masses
With a firm bodice to uphold justice,

Flowing sleeves to shelter the needy, and
Long legs to allow for freedom and movement.

We’ve worn our republic with pride for centuries
Outstretching our arms to enfold others
Thoughtfully mending tears 
With debate and discussion.
It has aged into its own style,
Pieced together to form a beautiful quilt 
Of traditions and expressions.

As the taut fabric is pulled in different directions,
The beloved robe is being ripped apart
And fraying at the edges,
Whole pieces ripped away and discarded.
Some scramble to gather and reassemble the mélange,
While others attach gaudy film, hoping to hide the damage
Or hastily sew over what they see as unsightly.

The beauty is in the worn spots,
The patterns faded from use and reuse.
This garment shows our substance, varied and tattered,
But holding together.

Underneath
We are naked and trembling

Clinging furtively to loose threads of connection…

…as they unravel.

Celia Shackleford Booher
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Blinded at 55 mph!

It was a really rough winter with so much snow and rain and freezing 
temperatures - such ice!  Thermometers finally edging upward meant that 
traffic would increase.  That Sunday morning, homesick for church and 
weary of being homebound, I said a quick prayer for safety and drove to 
services.

Closed roads were now open and the sun was shining. It was still cold, but 
the snow sparkled.  There were an inordinate number of semi trucks on 
the highway. Drivers were traveling too fast for the conditions, with many 
recovering lost time on their next delivery.   

On the way home, a semi was on my tail. Slush covered the other lanes 
keeping me in his way; the driver was obviously annoyed.  Suddenly a huge 
object slammed down on my car!  The windshield was white!  My eyes 
were open, yet I was driving as if they were shut. Everything went into slow 
motion…

The timing of it all was a God thing.  It took forever to reach the hazard 
lights. Windshield wipers did not work, but the right window moved just 
enough for a peak at the blue sky.  I edged as far right as I could go, hoping 
to get out of the way!
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God’s timing is precise. He weaves his protection throughout our lives 
when we don’t know what is coming.  When I finally stopped and opened 
my driver’s side car door, the solid white line reminded me that danger was 
inches away.  Then I realized there was no traffic - not one Semi - and no 
other cars.  

A State Trooper told me later that a chunk of ice and snow was tossed 
from an overpass by a snow plow. If the chunk had hit the ground in front 
of me, I would normally have slammed on my brakes and the semi would 
have rolled right over! Because the debris hit my windshield, I did not 
follow that natural human reaction to brake.

Badly bruised and shaken from the impact, I walked away, so grateful for 
God’s blessing of protection still woven through my life in unexpected 
ways. 

…I still can’t tell you where that semi went. 

Beth Dawson 
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The Fabric of Christmas

The fabric of Christmas is woven of art and family. 

My father was a high school art teacher, so many of my favorite memo-
ries revolve around the Christmas art activities my family enjoyed over 
the years. Most important was the large nativity scene my Dad made to 
decorate our front lawn. 

The figures were about four feet tall and made of plaster strips over wood-
en frames. The scene included a wise man carrying a gift, Mary with her 
hand on the rough, wooden manger, and Joseph holding up an electric 
candle.  There was a wooden shed with a sharply raked floor for easier 
viewing from the street. My brother, sister and I always enjoyed helping 
my Dad set up the scene, and we fought over whose doll got to be baby 
Jesus. I was always proud when my turn came around!

Another tradition was making ornaments out of colored paper and old 
Christmas cards. Most of these were too big to hang on a tree, so we hung 
them all over the house. I still enjoy making Christmas “bouncies” and 
birds out of construction paper, sometimes decorating them with glitter 
for a little sparkle! Ornaments made from  old Christmas cards are the 
most complicated, but also the most interesting when hung and viewed 
from the side or below.
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Everyone’s favorite tradition was making the annual home-made Christ-
mas card. My father designed a card every year, and we all helped con-
struct them in our family “assembly line.” Some years involved folding 
and cutting paper, others featured silk screening, wood or linoleum cuts, 
or gluing bits of tissue paper over a printed design. My mother’s job was 
to find an appropriate Bible verse to write on the cards. 

This tradition started when my parents got married and continued for 
sixty-one years until my mother passed.  Over the years, Mom kept a copy 
of every card.  My father, now ninety-one years old, chooses one to send 
out as a “legacy card” each year. 

I love looking through the box of cards and remembering! And every 
year I look forward to receiving the annual hand-made Christmas card 
we made together, and I thank God for the blessings of family and art at 
Christmas.

Kathy Steinberg
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Baby Shoes

The red fabric baby shoes are soft and unstructured. They are fashioned to 
look like sneakers, but are made for feet not yet ready for hard soles - just 
a bit of protection for supple toes as they stretch and grow. 

Maybe these feet will someday run straight and true, maybe they will 
wander carelessly, maybe they will climb to careful heights, maybe they 
will stomp in protest, maybe they will stride to center stage, maybe they 
will dance with reckless abandon. But in their small red shoes, they rest.

It seemed so simple then: protect and care for growing bits and pieces of 
those tiny humans – complete, yet not fully formed. They seemed sturdy, 
but somehow pliable – like the small shoes. So much possibility in a cute 
little package. Destiny yet untied. Not yet worn or torn or tested. 

How quickly they grow out of those little shoes and race through child-
hood, leaving a trail of abandoned sneakers, muddy boots, glittery flats, 
soccer cleats, dress shoes, high heels, running shoes, worn sandals, and flip 
flops strewn in their wake. 

All their hopes and aspirations laced on one at a time, then one by one set 
aside, racing on to the next thing; or sometimes, wearing a comfortable 
pair for a long time, settling into possibility and promise.  Eventually, they 
find their fit and step out into the world - leaving me behind 

…with only a dusty, old pair of baby shoes.

Celia Shackleford Booher
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The BRIAR and the ROSE

MIDST A FAIR MEADOW…  beneath the great Mother tree, the angels 
planted a tiny seed. Their love was so great, that a magnificent rosebud 
peeked out before it was even spring. 

The hungry forest animals caught the rich, sweet fragrance, and the rose 
blossoms became delicious snacks when food was scarce.

The rose began to lose hope…

Nearby, among the roots of the old tree, grew a vine covered with strong, 
sharp briars. None would draw near its branches. In its loneliness, the 
vine sent forth one tiny, green shoot toward the beautiful flower. 

The weary rose struggled to bloom just once more, and the little tendril of 
vine came forth to surround it. At first the delicate rosebud was afraid of 
the sharp briars…

…but a large deer passed by, leaving the rose to bloom!

The briar and the rose knew then that they needed one another, so they 
promised to remain together forever. 

Now underneath the great Mother tree at the center of the meadow grows 
a grand rosebush, bursting with vibrant blossoms and a fragrance that is 
like perfume..

But be gentle if you touch, for the briar is her faithful friend and guardian 
…so the roses may always bloom in full!

Kevin Gardner  

… for BRIAR ROSE-LEONE GARDNER
Baptized June 10, 2018, at Second Presbyterian Church
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Treasuring Together

The beauty of our faith is that we bring unique experiences and personal 
revelations from God. We blend together traditions, life experiences, and 
vocations. We bring with us different pains, different hopes, and different 
joys. 

However the Kingdom of God reveals itself in your life, God gave you a 
word or an experience to remember and treasure. Praise God for showing 
up in the ways that get our attention!  

Maybe you have experienced the Peace of the Lord in worship through 
music. Maybe you heard the Word proclaimed in a sermon, or you read 
something deeply moving. Maybe God showed up while you were stroll-
ing in the park. Maybe God came to you in prayer.  

Separately, our individual threads of faith are just that: threads. Woven 
together, the image transcends each strand that created it.  

We have our collection of threads.  

Let’s weave a tapestry to treasure - together.  Amen.

Rev. Tyler Brinks

I treasure your Word in my heart…  Psalm 119
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SECOND THOUGHTS Autumn 2022
 
Page Illustration
Cover Healing the Woman by Faith (Sanctuary)
1  Detail:  St. Stephen “The Heavenly City”
4 Imani Banner - Hospital scene
6 The Grapevine 
9 Imani Banner - Birds
10 Imani Banner - Village
12 The Crowned Cross 
14 The Triquetra and Circle 
18 Second Presbyterian Cross Stitch (Hudnut)
22 Village Tapestry scene 
28 The Ship 
30 Creation (Olinger) 
32 Triptych (Ragsdale)
34 The Chi Rho  
38 Collage (Perteete)
41 The Celtic Cross 
42 Baby Shoes sketch (Booher)
44 Imani Banner - Jesus
46 Veterans’ Historic Flag 
49 Let Justice Roll (Henke)
Back Faith Love Hope (Milner Chapel)

Second Presbyterian Church has a powerful, visual                                  
impact upon us.  What symbolizes your concept of faith? 
Start thinking of original writings that you might share…

‘The Eighth Day of Creation’
SECOND THOUGHTS Autumn 2023?

‘Signs of Our Faith’ 
 For more information contact:

 Carol Baker,                         Kevin Gardner,
 Fine Arts Coordinator           Project Manager
 CBaker@secondchurch.org            art55gardner@aol.com
 (317) 253-6461         (317) 445-4037
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For you!

For you, Jesus Christ came into the world.
For you, he lived and showed God’s love.

For you, he suffered the darkness of Calvary
and cried at the last: “It is accomplished!”

For you, he triumphed over death 
and rose in newness of life.

For you, he ascended to reign at God’s right hand.
All this he did for you, though you were yet unborn.

And so the word of Scripture is fulfilled:
“We love because God loved us first.” I John 4:19

Rev. Chris Henry
A Blessing for Baptism

(Adapted from the French Reformed Baptismal liturgy)
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